Winners of the Morris D. Forkosch Prize for the best first book in intellectual history:


2008: Adam Shear, *The Kuzari and the Shaping of Jewish Identity, 1167–1900*

2007: Julian Bourg, *From Revolution to Ethics: May 1968 and Contemporary French Thought*


2004: David Bradshaw, *Aristotle East and West: Metaphysics and the Division of Christendom*
2003: Peter Eli Gordon, *Rosenzweig and Heidegger: Between Judaism and German Philosophy*

2002: Rachel Fulton, *From Judgment to Passion: Devotion to Christ and the Virgin Mary, 800-1200*

2001: Pamela O. Long, *Openness, Secrecy, Authorship: Technical Arts and the Culture of Knowledge from Antiquity to the Renaissance*

2000: T. J. Hochstrasser, *Natural Law Theories in the Early Enlightenment*


1996: Dennis Des Chene, *Physiologia: Natural Philosophy in Late Aristotelian and Cartesian Thought*


1993: Joseph Brent, *Charles Sanders Peirce: A Life*


1990: James Hankins, *Plato in the Italian Renaissance*

1989: Charles Taylor, *Sources of the Self*

1988: Brian Vickers, *In Defence of Rhetoric*